
 

 

 
 

I.   Call to Order 
a. Called 7:32pm 

II. Opening Roll Call 
a. Whit calls roll 

III. Amendment and Approval of the Agenda 
a. Motion to amend to add A.R. 8-031 A RESOLUTION TO FUND A FREE HOT 

CHOCOLATE AND COFFEE EVENT to New Business 
i. Seconded, approved - A.R. 8-031 added to New Business 

b. Motion to amend to add A.R. 8-032 A RESOLUTION TO FUND EFFORTS TO 
SUPPORT SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT BY THE CREATION OF 
SURVIVOR EMPOWERMENT FUND to New Business 

i. Seconded, approved - A.R. 8-032 added to New Business 
c. Motion to amend to add A.R. 8-033 A RESOLUTION to reschedule SOFC Chair 

CONFIRMATIONS to New Business 
i. Seconded, approved - A.R. 8-033 added to New Business 

d. Motion to add “Elections, Confirmations, and Recalls” to before “Guest 
Speakers” 

i. Seconded, approved - “Elections, Confirmations, and Recalls” added to 
before “Guest Speakers” 

e. Motion to approve agenda as amended 
i. Seconded, approved  

IV. Approval of Previous Minutes 
a. Minutes from 14th meeting of the Eighth Assembly on November 27th, 2018 

(Sent via email and available in the usual Drive location) 
b. Motion to approve minutes 

i. Seconded, approved 
V. Elections, Confirmations, and Recalls 

a. Tiebreaking process for 1 open Assembly seat for Rackham 
i. Anthony: I am a Masters student in Higher Education and Ford.  I have 

been here for 5 years, last year at Michigan.  I wanted to give back to the 
university and to graduate students.  There is a lot of work that can be 
done for them and I hope to represent them here.  

ii. Time for up to 6 questions 
1. Tyler: what would you want to do as a representative? 

a. Anthony: work towards bringing in a graduate student 
perspective when making decisions on campus.  Graduate 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/109wsdvRTxbyvQacPhP-K5cKXkmJMW3Gv?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/109wsdvRTxbyvQacPhP-K5cKXkmJMW3Gv?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w04-J_LD56DZpWrBXCPoKnTMHYtcREKIvCQgdxZzzFM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w04-J_LD56DZpWrBXCPoKnTMHYtcREKIvCQgdxZzzFM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w04-J_LD56DZpWrBXCPoKnTMHYtcREKIvCQgdxZzzFM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w04-J_LD56DZpWrBXCPoKnTMHYtcREKIvCQgdxZzzFM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xQ_PMiUmF-4ty_XnjMNFXbhHVK2E2vkA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xQ_PMiUmF-4ty_XnjMNFXbhHVK2E2vkA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V1acFVSMfLtb-OD7wiM4JmR7SjRd7l3OwThGfDQdrXc


 

 

students have different circumstances (i.e. spouses, 
children) and we should be keeping that in mind. 

2. Drea: what are you studying specifically? 
a. Anthony: I study financial aid policies at institutions.  In 

accordance with federal and state guidelines, I study how 
institutions can improve their policies. 

iii. Anthony is confirmed to the Assembly position uncontested 
VI. Community Concerns 

a. Emily Olin and others: I know this time of year has so many surveys.  We are in 
an org. site class that is studying CSG so your input is very important.  It is a 21 
question survey that takes around 2-3 minutes and we’d really appreciate your 
time.  Thank you and thanks for all that you do. 

b. Christopher Pumford: thank you.  Have you ever considered your relationship 
with social media?  Study found that Americans spend up to 5 years of their life 
on social media.  I’m a representative of the Engage Initiative, which gathers 
research that can be useful for the student body, presents interactive seminars, and 
control mass-marketing campaigns.  I have a series of questions for the body; I’m 
looking for partners in different colleges in schools that we can collaborate with. 
I am also looking for additional venues where we can offer presentations.  We 
find that we work best with audiences that have to be there.  We find we have 
incredible response from those who do attend seminars.  We work for example 
with initiates into FSL and they really like the program.  My uniqname is 
pcrumfor. 

VII. Executive Communications 
a. Daniel: sorry we are still setting up technology and Lloyd is on his way.  I’m 

sending now the survey from community concerns.  This Thursday I’ll be 
speaking at the monthly Regents meeting, if you have anything you want me to 
discuss reach out by the end of tomorrow.  We are moving forward with a 
finals/mental health event on Wednesday, December 12th at 6:00pm.  It will be a 
workshop titled “10 Things You Can Do Right Now To Reduce Finals Stress.” 
There will be free food and we rented the room for a few extra hours and have 
tables to make it a study space.  Izzy and I met with an administrator to make 
some of the spaces in the League available for study days because many of the 
buildings on campus are busy.  We do have Assembly next Tuesday, please come. 
Executive team is working on purchasing more portable chargers.  These have 
been popular and are branded as brought to the students by CSG so it’s great and I 
think it would be popular.  We are polishing the housing management survey and 
will introduce the guide in the coming weeks.  Congrats and welcome to all of the 
new representatives, especially our increase in first year students.  That being 



 

 

said, Tyler Ziel has two cards he is going to pass around the room.  He wants to 
send a holiday card to the other two UofM campuses.  Thanks to Tyler this is a 
super sweet idea. 

b. Izzy: we had an event last night where we worked with students in sociology on 
Title IX.  They gave a great breakdown in the Facebook event; there is a 
powerpoint.  We talked about how important it was for everyone to submit 
comments.  I’m going to send everyone a quick email on how to send comments 
and important things to include.  The deadline is January 28th.  If you have 
questions feel free to reach out.  We have a SAPAC empowerment fund 
resolution. 

c. SOFC - Nicco: there are no SOFC updates.  We are continuing to disburse funds. 
Anthony will be here next week for end of semester review.  He is coming with 
statistics and data. 

VIII. Report of the Speaker 
a. Austin: welcome to those who are new, especially those who are in their first 

years at UofM; you provide an important perspective.  We will have committee 
attendance between now and next week because we do have a meeting next week; 
the week after we don’t have attendance.  Attendance has reset; you have a total 
of 5 unexcused absences between now and our next election.  If you have 
resolutions please try to send them ahead of time; it’s better if reps have a chance 
to read them ahead of time.  Before Sunday at 5pm is best. 

IX. Member Reports 
a. None 

X. Committee Reports 
a. Rules Committee 

i. Whit: we had a poorly-attended meeting but we didn’t have official 
business.  We will be meeting this week on Saturday at 1pm. 

b. Resolutions Committee 
i. Ben G: we discussed Daniel’s resolution which is pretty standard and we 

had no issues with it.  I’m about to email everybody the link to the sign-up 
for office hours.  I know December is a tough month but make sure to sign 
up; use it as a time to study if no one shows up.  I think it would be great if 
we promote on our own social media so people know this time is 
available.  For new reps: you’re required to have one, one-hour session at 
a  location on campus that is associated with or close to your school.  We 
sign up at the beginning of each month. 

ii. Cece: ABTS conference is next January which is our legislative 
conference.  If you have legislation ideas I’m sending around a form and 
there is also a Slack group.  You can also text or email me. 



 

 

c. Communications Committee 
i. Daniel L: we talked about A.R. 8-031 because it’s funding an event we 

want to have next Monday.  We couldn’t get the 11-1pm timeslot so we 
are trying to get 2-4pm.  Otherwise, we finally have new reps and that 
means bag tags are on the top of my to-do list.  We are promoting the E3P 
drive and have a bin in the office. 

d. Finance Committee 
i. Brady: we didn’t have anything this week, but Daniel sent me his 

resolution and I think it’s good. 
e. Exec Noms Committee 

i. Zeke: nothing. 
XI. New Business 

a. A.R. 8-031 A RESOLUTION TO FUND A FREE HOT CHOCOLATE AND 
COFFEE EVENT 

i. Daniel Levin introduces: for those of you who are new reps, the comms 
committee hosts outreach events periodically where we give out free food 
to try to be visible.  Especially during the stressful finals season this is 
important.  This time we will be taking the money from the legislative 
discretionary account because this committee is reflective of us and 
because we have a lot of money left in that account.  The resolution just 
asks for funding for this event which is similar to ones we’ve had in the 
past.  It’s asking now for $340.88 to buy light roast and dark roast coffee, 
hot chocolate and bagels from Panera. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Sammi: will this budget cover both North and Central Campuses or 

are you just doing Central? 
a. Daniel L: I would be down for that. 
b. Daniel G: executive team will also be paying for coffee and 

snacks at some North Campus locations. 
c. Sammi: as someone who always has classes on North it can 

be frustrating when Central has many events.  Do we have 
the money to expand? 

d. Daniel L: we do have the money but since it’s last minute I 
don’t think it’s possible this time. 

2. Daniel G: where is the location of this event? 
a. Daniel L: we are working on reserving Mason right now.  If 

that doesn’t happen what can we do? 
b. Daniel G: we can pull some strings to get you a location. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/109wsdvRTxbyvQacPhP-K5cKXkmJMW3Gv?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/109wsdvRTxbyvQacPhP-K5cKXkmJMW3Gv?usp=sharing


 

 

3. Cece point of information: since the time isn’t confirmed yet, 
would it be an issue if we had to move it if we pass it? 

a. Austin: I’d recommend we leave the time in.  It won’t 
affect the ability to have the event. 

iii. Comments on how to improve 
1. None 

iv. Daniel Levin: motion to suspend rules and move into Old Business 
without referring to committee 

1. Seconded, approved - moved to Old Business 
b. A.R. 8-032 A RESOLUTION TO FUND EFFORTS TO SUPPORT 

SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT BY THE CREATION OF SURVIVOR 
EMPOWERMENT FUND 

i. Izzy introduces: this was on the MVision platform and we’ve been talking 
about it for a while.  We have met often with SAPAC staff to gauge where 
their needs are terms of what funding they need to have events.  There are 
numbers in the resolution and those are based on figures we came up with 
from them - we conducted a survey and that is linked as well.  Volunteers 
were citing that they wanted funding for outside speakers and larger 
events - they are very limited in that way at this point.  This fund is not 
limited to SAPAC though, and other orgs dealing with this topic can ask 
for funding if they need it.  We are citing SAPAC because they are a 
central group and the largest group on campus.  We will monitor where 
the money is going but we are going through a project fund so we don’t 
have to approve through assembly every time. 

ii. Nicco: we use two kinds of accounts, standing and project.  STanding are 
like the discretionary accounts and exist year-to-year as defined in the 
compiled code.  Projects accounts are temporary and set up for specific 
purposes so that executive and legislative members can work together on 
project.  You can set it up to have long-term planning.  Upsides in this 
case are that at the end of each semester the funds do not roll back into the 
general reserve.  You all for example have money left which will be 
zeroed out, that’s not the case for the project account.  If you have 
questions I know it’s a bit technical I’d be happy to answer. 

iii. Questions: 
1. Tyler Z: how much money is left in the accounts right now? 

a. Nicco: legislative discretionary has $9.5k and executive has 
$24k.  There will be funds exiting the account by the end of 
the semester. 

2. Brady: what made you decide the $5,000 amount? 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w04-J_LD56DZpWrBXCPoKnTMHYtcREKIvCQgdxZzzFM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w04-J_LD56DZpWrBXCPoKnTMHYtcREKIvCQgdxZzzFM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w04-J_LD56DZpWrBXCPoKnTMHYtcREKIvCQgdxZzzFM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w04-J_LD56DZpWrBXCPoKnTMHYtcREKIvCQgdxZzzFM/edit?usp=sharing


 

 

a. Izzy: this came from discussions with SAPAC based on 
their experiences with events and speaker funds 

3. Cece: will this be listed anywhere so orgs know they have access 
to the fund? 

a. Izzy: it will be on our website and we can promote it 
through targeting email groups. 

4. Whit: from where does SAPAC normally get their funds? 
a. Izzy: grants, Dean of Students, fundraising 
b. Whit: what process will be used for allocating funds? 
c. Izzy: that will be up to executive and assembly members 

listed on resolution.  They will tell us what they want 
money for and we can determine if it’s germane. 

d. Whit: do you have a specific member in mind? 
e. Izzy: myself, Nicco, Daniel, and two members of the 

assembly who have been on projects in the past.  All 
projects are consulted within team. 

5. Cece: once we create this, will it last until after next school year? 
a. Izzy: it will be accessible until after the budget rolls over 
b. Austin: it will have be reauthorized in the Winter 2019 

budget 
6. Hayden: is there going to be an expectation that this will be 

available year-to-year? 
a. Izzy: we can’t guarantee and we made that clear to 

SAPAC.  This is kind of like a pilot; if it works hopefully 
our successors will approve it as well. 

7. Austin: do you have a specific mechanism in mind to garner 
feedback, or a timeline associated with that? 

a. Izzy: I’ll administer a survey after initial funds are 
allocated and then dispersed 

b. Austin: would you be willing to put that into the resolution? 
c. Izzy: yes 

8. Hayden: this will be open to more than just SAPAC, would you be 
open to making it more clear?  It seemed at first like a budget 
transfer 

a. Izzy: SAPAC is the only central group that has one 
professional staff.  We have a clause that says it can go to 
any group with a similar mission.  I don’t want to name 
other specific groups since there are not any that are as 
large with this as their core mission. 



 

 

9. Whit: do you know if SAPAC has made their need for more funds 
clear to the Dean of Students? 

a. Daniel G: they have made it very clear and have been 
denied year after year.  

b. Izzy: they do get funding from many places but they have 
been asking for years and I doubt they will get an increase 
in the next semester. 

10. Austin: we already have a de facto system in place for funding 
events that are student-facing.  Ben Gerstein has been the author of 
many events like these.  Is there a reason we should take this route 
rather than just doing the allocation through the normal procedure? 

a. Izzy: I think SAPAC is reaching a select group of students 
which is their mission.  I think given campus climate 
surrounding this issue and new Title IX regulations and etc. 
this is important.  The two week procedure we have now 
limits us to having to move through the assembly. 

iv. Comments on how to improve 
1. Chandra: spaces after the commas in the resolved clause 

a. Izzy: will do, thank you 
2. Daniel Levin: it says “therefore be it whereas” should be “and” 

a. Izzy: I can fix that as well 
v. Resolution referred to resolution and finance committee 

c. A.R. 8-033 A RESOLUTION to reschedule SOFC Chair CONFIRMATIONS 
i. Zeke: this is my second year on CSG and I feel confident that this is a 

good resolution.  For those of you who are new I’m the chair of the 
Executive Nominations committee - we talk to those people and deliver a 
recommendation to the assembly.  We had a few meetings with SOFC 
people this year and instead of telling us why they should do the job they 
were telling us what they were doing in the job.  This resolution moves 
back confirmations into the second semester so that we have time to ask 
real questions and gives us a chance to reject a nominee who we don’t find 
qualified.  A compiled code change has to be read and approved at two 
separate meetings and I want to get it done before break so if SOFC has to 
redo their internal process they have time to do that.  I haven’t had a 
chance to meet with SOFC but I am planning on going this week. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Nicco: you used the word “legislative session,” that phrase isn’t 

defined and can you define? 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xQ_PMiUmF-4ty_XnjMNFXbhHVK2E2vkA


 

 

a. Zeke: I had next assembly but Whit said to change it to 
legislative session 

b. Whit: it is defined in the code 
c. Nicco: so this would appoint the 2019-2020 administrative 

team in Winter of 2019, correct? 
d. Zeke: yes, anyone who would serve alongside next CSG 

president would be confirmed by this assembly. 
e. Nicco: given the fact that there are a few meetings of the 

assembly between new assembly and summer break, why is 
it best for the current assembly to confirm rather than the 
assembly who sit in between? 

f. Zeke: SOFC does their elections the previous year? 
g. Nicco: they are appointed by the president and then vice 

chairs are appointed by the chair with approval from 
members of the assembly. 

h. Zeke: that selection process hasn’t happened until multiple 
weeks into the Fall semester both times I’ve been on 
assembly.  That needs to happen sooner and I thought this 
would give the president more time. 

2. Daniel G: would you be open to pushing the requirement to March 
or April?  As president there were no positions I was handed down. 
Do you find it problematic that we would  

a. Zeke: I don’t see it as an issue because we are trying to 
shift SOFC until under the assembly.  Having what would 
be this assembly elect the chair for the next assembly it 
would be more continuous.  

b. Daniel G: all of the positions you interact with have been 
authorized by this assembly, is this better? 

c. Zeke: I think the way we do it now is far worse than having 
to inherit someone from the last assembly. 

3. Daniel L: can you impeach a chair of SOFC? 
a. Austin: yes, with cause 
b. Daniel L: so if we choose a chair the next assembly could 

impeach them and choose their own 
c. With: yes, with cause 
d. Zeke: in that scenario, this resolution allows for that in a 

better way than the current system does 
4. Nicco: rules question - XX - would this cause problems for the 

process being created? 



 

 

a. Whit: no 
b. Zeke: also, this is a change to the compiled code so it won’t 

be an issue 
iii. Comments on how to improve: 

1. Nicco: I think a lot of your concerns on how to better handle the 
SFOC process could be assuaged by having this timeline firmly 
established between empanelling the new assembly in the spring.  I 
think that would be a better way to let the next assembly have a 
say. 

2. Daniel G: I agree that it’s a smart idea, but I’ll push to make it end 
of March/early April so that the next assembly can authorize their 
own actors. 

3. Austin Glass: I’ll be the third to echo those comments.  The current 
system is not great, but a better improvement would be to use the 
gap of time in between assemblies.  This would ensure that if 
SFOC staff are appointed by the summer we would still respect the 
idea that a current assembly won’t bind the next assembly to 
actions or ideas.  

iv. Resolution referred to rules committee 
XII. Guest Speakers 

a. EDO Lloyd Lyons and D-EDO Sehrish Hussain - NET Plan program 
i. Lloyd: I’m the EDO and this is Sehrish the deputy EDO.  What we are 

presenting on is the NET Plan.  I do a lot of presentations and I like to go 
back and forth.  Can anybody tell me what they think diversity is? 

ii. Cindy: making sure all voices are heard and that underrepresented voices 
are part of the conversation 

iii. Lloyd: what is equity? 
iv. Cece: understanding that some groups need more help than others to 

achieve the same point 
v. Lloyd: what is inclusivity? 

vi. Daniel R: making sure all groups are included and reaching all groups 
vii. Lloyd: starting with N 

viii. Sehrish: N is for narratives.  Every person in an organization has a story. 
We want to find out how those individuals’ stories are being told, and if 
they have a chance to tell them.  E is for equity, which asks what kinds of 
events orgs are holding and if they are inclusive.  T is for transformation; 
how can we identify and work to rectify issues within an organization. 

ix. Lloyd: the big picture is like an umbrella, where NET come together.  If 
you have a brochure in front of you, follow along with the timeline.  There 



 

 

is a 1-2 month timeline for the program.  First, we meet with the 
organization e-board; then, we give a demographic and climate survey 
(100% completing rate for organization); we then analyze results.  After 
results analysis we administer to e-board meeting and find out what we 
can do for moving recruitment forward for that organization.  The 
check-in is the next part, we make sure the next steps we set up are 
working and see what we can change.  The final step is creating an 
inclusivity plan.  These are DEI plans on a smaller scale which will be 
integrated into organizations.  Advertisement of results for each 
organization won’t be published now in the early steps of the program; 
this is more like consulting and seeing if this program is working and 
getting feedback from orgs to see if the program is working for them. 
This is something we are very passionate about and if you have questions 
please let me know. 

x. Questions: 
1. Michael: what kinds of things do you do after a survey to bring in 

new kinds of people? 
a. Lloyd: advertisement is a large part of it.  Students 

gravitate towards identity-based orgs mostly, but there are 
many groups on campus.  Thinking about how you can 
genuinely look out, reach out, and reach people in 
communities outside of your own. 

2. Cece: is this orgs asking us for assistance to make their org 
diverse? 

a. Lloyd: it is preliminary right now, we have 5 orgs that have 
reached out to us.  We are going to start with those orgs to 
start developing the program. 

3. Sam B: do you have guidelines set for what you want to achieve? 
a. Lloyd: quotas are a no.  I think working with organizations 

to find what they think is missing is important.  They may 
feel that their org is a bubble and is homogenous, and 
working to change that in a way they want is the point 

4. Zeke: let’s say you put an org through this process and their 
numbers don’t change, how will you deal with that? 

a. Lloyd: that’s a part of why we picked the 5 orgs to start off 
with.  They cover a broad spectrum and I think there likely 
will be failures so we can address those in that process. 
There are some orgs that may realize they don’t fully have 



 

 

the capability of changing now but the program gives them 
a toolkit and change could occur down the road. 

b. Zeke: so they’re educated even if results don’t happen right 
away? 

c. Lloyd: yes. 
5. Sam B: say with these 5 orgs your policies work, do you from 

there only operate when orgs come to you, or would you be 
reaching out to groups?  I see potentially a problem with trying to 
reach out to orgs, perhaps those that are meant to be more 
homogenous, for example LGBT groups, and trying to get them to 
participate in the program? 

a. Lloyd: I don’t see us going out to orgs and saying they need 
to do this because that could be problematic.  This will be 
for orgs who want to improve. 

6. Cindy Lin: who will be giving advice to orgs? 
a. Daniel G: we have formulated a group of professional staff 

who will help populate a pool of information to help 
analyze.  There will also be professional staff who look at 
the recommendations and we are working with orgs as 
well.  We are trying to make sure that in the future the 
program remains inclusive. 

7. Cece: if I as a member of an org feel uncomfortable in my org, but 
my president doesn’t care, how does that work? 

a. Daniel G: it depends on the structure of the organization. 
We can’t compel leaders to participate but can strongly 
encourage them.  Also, a lot of this process is getting the 
buy-in.  We would start by reaching out to present to orgs 
leadership about what we’re doing and why we’re doing it - 
the benefit for them as leaders and for the org.  Doesn’t 
guarantee they will buy in but if there are students 
complaining but we can help empower members. 

8. Austin G: is there a unit/person who would be a contact for 
someone who is in a place like Cece is describing? 

a. Lloyd: professionally or otherwise? 
b. Daniel G: the intention of this program is to empower those 

individuals, and then depending on the level of obstacles 
and whatnot for that person there is also the Dean of 
Students office and many groups have adopted chairs for 



 

 

that role.  Once again that’s a case-by-case situation but it 
will be something we will take into consideration. 

c. Austin G: when CSG creates something like this, it will get 
coverage.  People may begin to think of it as that service, as 
a body for recourse.  I think it would be valuable to 
consider what you would do if a student comes to you and 
says they are having an issue.  It might be a good idea to 
say from the get-go that you aren’t that body and there are 
other resources on campus for that. 

XIII. Old Business 
a. A.R. 8-031 A RESOLUTION TO FUND A FREE HOT CHOCOLATE AND 

COFFEE EVENT 
i. Daniel L reintroduces: nothing has changed since first reads. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Daniel G: going back to North Campus issue, would you be open 

to doubling the allocation of funds and then asking the executive 
team to help populate or run tables on north campus? 

a. Daniel L: I would be open to that 
2. Austin: did 11-1 change to 2-4? 

a. Daniel L: yes 
3. Michael: are there bagels included? 

a. Daniel L: yes 
b. Michael: can you nail down the flavors? 
c. Daniel L: yes we are open to suggestions 

4. Whit: is there a reason there isn’t a price listed for the bagels? 
a. Daniel L: I can add that right 

iii. Amendments: 
1. Daniel G: I’ll suggest that you double the prices to include North 

Campus 
2. Austin G: would you be amenable to say that the assembly 

allocates [new dollar amount] for two orders, one for North and 
one for Central Campus 

a. Deemed friendly, change made 
3. Hayden: I wanted to suggest adding a tip to there because I think 

it’s nice to tip service workers.  I sent Daniel suggested working 
a. Daniel L: as opposed to saying a specific amount, strike it 

and say “funding in amount of approx. $681 plus a gratuity 
at discretion of individual picking up order not to exceed 
20%.”  I’ll deem that unfriendly because I’m not sure if we 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/109wsdvRTxbyvQacPhP-K5cKXkmJMW3Gv?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/109wsdvRTxbyvQacPhP-K5cKXkmJMW3Gv?usp=sharing


 

 

need to tip, and also do we have to specify the exact 
amount we’re going to spend.  If the assembly doesn’t 
think we need to tip we don’t have to add it. 

b. Daniel G: I’m happy to use the executive discretionary for 
tips if need be 

c. Daniel: that’s fine 
iv. Third reads on A.R. 8-031 

1. Daniel L: it’s for free food, we should pass it 
2. Questions: 

a. None 
3. Motion to vote by acclamation 

a. Seconded, approved - will vote by acclamation 
b. Representatives vote by acclamation to approve the 

resolution 
XIV. Motions and Other Business 

a. None 
XV. Announcements and Matters Arising 

a. Zeke: hello new people.  I am one of the captains of the Michigan Quidditch 
team.  Our season is over but you can come to our winter dance you can buy 
tickets ahead of time, I’ll email to the rep listserv.  We usually sell out. 

b. Ben Gerstein: this is also for new reps.  I’m chair of the resolutions committee 
and we did a workshop to teach how to write resolutions.  I’m going to be 
emailing to everyone the powerpoint from that workshop so you have that 
resource.  If you have any questions you can contact me. 

c. Daniel Levin: tonight is the third night of Hanukkah, a Jewish holiday that lasts 8 
days.  There are three staples: you light the Chanukiah, enjoy the lights, and eat 
latkes.  I brought some for everyone!  After we are done you can come over and 
get some; they are cold and soggy but baked with love. 

d. Chandra: hello I’m Chandra a Ross rep.  My all-women a capella group dropped 
an album. 

e. Tyler: this Friday, Armen and I will be heading to the Dearborn student 
government meeting.  I can drive. 

f. Whit: I play in the life science orchestra and we have a concert in Hill this 
Saturday. 

g. Cece: I’m in a community service org and we’re having a literacy awareness book 
drive.  If you have books give them to me. 

h. Ester: USO is performing on Sunday. 
i. Izzy Puig: this Friday at the UMMA there will be a speaker from MSU about a 

new exhibit they’re creating about their mishandling of sexual assault cases.  I 



 

 

think it will be cool.  It’s co-sponsored by the Department of Afroamerican 
Studies as well. 

j. Austin G: if you are a rep who is new and you haven’t spoken to Whit about an 
orientation, please do that about the  

k. Daniel G: we will be in touch about the North Campus location.  Also don’t forget 
the event.  The calculator rental program has returned; will be available in North 
Quad offices.  If you are a new representative please come introduce yourselves, 
we are a different branch but we’d love to meet you.  Enjoy the next week before 
finals. 

XVI. Closing Roll Call 
a. Speaker calls roll 

XVII. Adjournment 
a. Adjourned 9:14pm 


